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USAGE AND DERIVATIVE WORKS LICENSE 

Ashes of Isar is an original role-playing game created by Steven S. Williamson, who owns and maintains the sole copyright to this 
document and related intellectual property ("IP"). 

Ashes of Isar is a role-playing game wherein players like you create and play through missions of your own design ("Derivative 
Works"). These derivative works are your creation, but because they follow the rules and game system of Ashes of Isar, you agree 
to these license terms: 

1. Any derivative works based upon these rules, in whole or in part, must contain the full and unmodified text of this USAGE AND 
DERIVATIVE WORKS LICENSE. 

2. Attribution to Ashes of Isar and its copyright holder, Steven S. Williamson, must be included along with this license text in its 
entirety. 

3. You may create, share and distribute your own missions or campaigns based on these Rules (derivative works), for free provided 
you include the full and unmodified text of these License Terms. 

4. You may not sell, license or distribute these Rules, in whole or in part, to any other party for commercial purposes or receive any 
form of compensation by doing so. 

5. If you share any derivative works with others in any manner, you must do so free of charge or compensation, without modification, 
and with this License and Copyright notice included within. 

6. You may not represent or imply that any derivative works you create that references or utilizes the Ashes of Isar game system, 
mechanics, or content is in any way affiliated with or endorsed by Steven S. Williamson. 

7. You may not use the Ashes of Isar gaming system, rules or mechanics, in whole or in part, in any other game system. 

8. You may not misrepresent the Rules, or the Ashes of Isar name or logo, to be produced, owned or distributed by anyone other 
than the Copyright holder, Steven S. Williamson. 

9. You may not use anyone else's intellectual property or copyrighted material in your Ashes of Isar derivative works without their 
expressed permission. Ashes of Isar and Steven S. Williamson will not be held liable for any copyright, trademark or intellectual 
property violation you commit. 

10. You may not apply legal terms or technological measures to your derivative works that restrict others from doing anything this 
License permits, or grant rights or permissions outside what the License restricts. 

11. Steven S. Williamson reserves the right to modify or alter the terms of this License without notice or compensation, and reserves 
all rights and remedies available in law and equity. 

Ashes of Isar is a Copyright © 2021 of Steven S. Williamson. All Rights are Reserved. 
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The Big Picture 
This game provides role playing opportunities for 1-6 players plus a Game Master who are 
interested in World War II spy craft and espionage. 

The core tenet of Ashes of Isar is plausible realism. 

Players create characters (“agents”) that have a set of skills 
which increase through experience. Throughout the game, 
they attempt to succeed at various objectives that help the 
war effort, using their skills and ability to improvise along 
with a bit of random luck determined by rolling six-sided 
dice. Successes increase their skills, and failures can lead to 
injury, capture, or even death. The stakes are high! 

Over time, player actions influence future conditions, and 
missions change (and become more difficult) as the war 
progresses. The GM handles this ongoing play by creating 
new and more dangerous missions for the players to 
accomplish. Players can suggest new missions based on their 
own ingenuity and effort to help win the war. In the end, players seek to achieve Master Spy status — and to win the 
war, of course! 

World War II spy craft and espionage was a devious, dirty, and dangerous 
business coupled with a lot of tedium. This game seeks to represent the more 
engaging and glamorous aspects of WW2 espionage while eliminating or 
skipping over much of its more tedious aspects. Although this game is inspired 
by historical events, people, and places, entertainment through plausible realism 
is the goal, not strict adherence to historical accuracy. 

Injuries or capture are a serious risk and death looms around every corner. The 
objects and technology used in the game are modeled directly and realistically 
after period items, as are places and prominent figures. 

The game is won when the primary opponent in the conflict (e.g, Nazi 
Germany) is defeated or when some other major goal is achieved. 

The Roles 
The game master (GM) creates the scenarios and settings, and then referee’s the play. 

There is one Game Master and 1 to 6 players who cooperate to achieve common goals. 

Gameplay represents chronological events, and success or failure today has ramifications for tomorrow. The GM 
collects and processes the results of player actions, decides what impact they will have on the campaign, and presents 
results and new possibilities to the players as the game progresses. Players are also encouraged to suggest new 
missions based on their knowledge and ingenuity — anything to help win the war. 
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Preparation 

Creating New Agents 
The games begins by players creating new agent 
characters. They can use the included Agent Character 
Sheet in the Appendix, or make their own, as long as it 
lists the required information. 

Agents in Ashes of Isar are based on personas of people 
who typically have joined the war effort as spies for the 
Allies. These characters have names, physical 
descriptions and backstories including whatever 
occupation they had as civilians, or rank and position if 
they were in the military, before becoming spies. 

Once the player decides on their character’s civilian 
name, they assign them an alias or pseudonym. Ideas 
might include Monarch, Garbo, Dragonfly, or even a 
name taken from the books of history like Mata Hari 
or Cleopatra. 

Skill Scores 

The most important part of agent characters, and most 
frequently referenced, are their Skill Scores. Skill scores 
determine a player’s likely ability to achieve specific 
tasks and objectives during gameplay. 

Every agent has a score from 1 (inept fool) to 20 
(master) in each of the following ten skills: 

• Persuasion 
• Stealth 
• Communication 
• Endurance 
• Hand-to-hand combat 
• Marksmanship 
• Survival 
• Tactics 
• Explosives 
• Improvisation 
• Construction/fabrication 
• Technology 
• Analysis 

All players start out as novice agents. When the player 
first creates their agent character, all skills start out 
with a score of 10 (average). 

The men and women that successfully passed pre-
qualification assessments and completed basic training 
to become spies were above average individuals. They 
often possessed skills and attributes above the norm. 
The agents that players create in Ashes of Isar are no 
different. 

Agents in Britain’s Special 
Operations Executive (S.O.E.) were 
referred to as “PhD’s that can win 

a bar fight.” 

All agents start off with a standard score of 10 for each 
skill. When creating their agent character, they use a 
random dice roll (1d6) to determine how many of their 
skills are above average, and then use another random 
dice roll (1d6) for each of those above average skills to 
determine how far above average they are. 

Here’s how: 

The player rolls a 1d6 to determine how many of their 
skills are above average. Then, the player rolls a 1d6 
that many times and writes down each result. The 
player can then allocate those bonuses to whichever 
skills they choose. 

Example: 

The player is creating an agent character they have 
named “Agent Carlos.” They start off with a skill score 
of 10 for each of the ten skills. Next, they roll 1d6 and 
get a 4. The player can boost the scores of 4 skills of 
their choosing. 

The next step is to roll 1d6 four times, writing down 
the results: 5,4,2, and 2. 

In this example, the player chooses one of the ten skills 
and boosts its base score by 5. They then choose a 
different skill and boost it by 4, then pick two more 
separate skills and boost them by 2 each. 

Note: The player cannot allocate more than one bonus 
per skill; no stacking allowed. 

During the game, some circumstances can cause agent 
skill scores to temporarily go down. Also, most civilians 
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the players meet during the game may have skill scores 
lower than 10. 

Health 

Every individual in the game, be they another agent or 
a peasant farmer or a Nazi general, has a Health Score 
between 1 and 4. 

See “Health” for more information. 

Luck 

Dumb luck plays a big role in real life, for both good 
outcomes and bad. In the game, bad luck can come 
down to poor dice rolls, but good luck is represented 
through the acquisition and spending of Luck Points. 

When things go well for an agent, they earn Luck 
Points. When bad luck occurs through a poor dice roll, 
the agent can ‘spend’ a Luck Point to re-roll. See 
“Good Luck” for more information. 

Every new agent starts off with 1 Luck Point. 

Languages 

Language fluency is rated as basic, moderate, and native. 
Basic fluency would allow an individual to ask and 
answer very basic 
questions and only read 
and write a few dozen 
words. Moderate fluency 
means the character can 
engage in basic day-to-
day conversation with a 
noticeable accent, and 
can read and write in 
that language, but they 
wouldn’t be able to 
discuss complicated 
topics like science or 
philosophy, etc. Native 
fluency is exactly that; 
they can even detect and 
mimic various subtle 
accents. 

An agent’s fluency impacts their ability to use their 
Communications skill when communicating with 
others. The following negative modifiers are made to 
Communications skill checks when speaking with 
someone who has a higher level of fluency. 

Basic fluency: -2 
Moderate fluency: -1 
Native fluency: 0 

Example: Agent Carlos has moderate fluency in 
French. He attempts to Communicate with a train 
steward who is a native of Paris. This means Carlos has 
a -1 modifier to all Communications skill checks with 
the steward. 

Every player begins the game with native fluency of a 
language of their choice plus moderate fluency in one 
additional language. One of their two languages must 
be English, although it does not need to be their native 
tongue. Additional languages can be learned to a fluent 
level, but it takes six months of immersion or one year 
of training. Sometimes agents can fake it enough to get 
by (see “Persuasion” and “Communications”). 

For example, it would be entirely plausible for a 
character from Switzerland to speak fluent German 
(native), have moderate fluency in English and basic 
fluency in either Italian or French. Additionally, a 
character from Wales or Ireland might speak fluent 
English as well as have moderate fluency in Gaelic. 
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Playing the 
Game 

Accomplishing Tasks 
Tasks in the game are given a difficulty score (DS) on a 
scale of 10 (super easy) to 30 (extremely difficult) by 
the GM. 

When a player is faced with a task, the GM tells them 
which skill (or skills) must be used to accomplish the 
task. For example, to send a message via radio, the 
player would need to succeed on a Communications skill 
roll. 

Compound tasks require skill checks in more than one 
skill, and usually in a particular order. All skill checks 
must succeed or the entire effort fails. 

An example of a compound task requiring checks in 
more than one skill might be attempting to extract the 
explosive from an enemy artillery shell and use it to 
make a bomb to blow up a guard house. The player 
would have to succeed at skill checks in Improvisation, 
Explosives, and Construction/Fabrication skills — all 
three, in that order — to successfully complete the 
compound objective. 

Skill Checks 
To conduct a skill check, the player rolls 2d6 and adds 
that to the specified skill level. After any modifiers are 
added or subtracted, the GM compares that value 
against the difficulty score (DS) of the task. 

A score higher than the DS indicates success. An 
equal score is a neutral result — nothing happened 
either way, as if the attempt was never made. A lower 
score indicates failure. 

When attempting a compound task that requires 
checks against more than one skill, every task requires a 
successful roll for the overall objective to be 
accomplished. 

If a player has a natural skill score (before dice rolls) 
higher than the difficulty score of a task, the player rolls 
2d6 to see if bad luck intervenes (see “Bad Luck”). If 
they get any roll other than two ones (Snake Eyes), the 
attempt succeeds automatically (see “Failure and 
Success” below). 

Conversely, if a player has a natural skill score too low, 
it may be mathematically impossible for the player to 
succeed. See “Improvisation” for ways the player can 
attempt to improve their odds. Creativity is 
encouraged, but it is up to the GM to adjudicate the 
circumstance based on plausible reality. 

Note: The GM may not indicate this assured failure 
ahead of time, letting the player assume their dice rolls 
are inadequate when all along it is impossible for them 
to succeed (see “Failure and Success” below). 

Tasks, such as planting a bomb on a railroad track or 
operating a radio to send a secure message, have a fixed 
DS decided by the GM that must be exceeded to 
achieve success. But what about hand-to-hand combat 
with another person? See “Hand-to-hand Combat” to 
learn how to roll for success or failure between a player 
and an enemy combatant. 

Skill Descriptions 
This is a detailed list of the ten skills all player 
characters (and most non-player characters) possess. 

All skills can be improved through training (see 
“Training”) and/or experience. Most can be 
temporarily improved through Improvisation, but not 
all. 

Persuasion 

Persuasion is the ability to convince, influence, or 
persuade others. It is not always necessary for both 
parties to speak or write the same language for 
persuasion to occur, such as efforts to physically 
intimidate someone or motivate them to get out of the 
way of a speeding train with wild hand gestures. 

Persuasion can be improved through training, 
experience and improvisation. 
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Stealth 

Stealth is the ability to hide oneself or objects from 
detection, or to conduct actions with discretion such as 
picking locks or retrieving a dead drop without notice. 
This excludes the attempt to hide living, conscious 
people (unless they’re bound and gagged, hmm). 
Agents typically rely on Stealth more frequently than 
any other skill. 

Stealth can be improved through training, experience 
and improvisation. 

Communication 
 
Communication is the ability to convey or receive 
information. A player attempting to communicate 
through gestures or symbols with a farmer (neutral, 
non-enemy) who doesn’t speak the same language 
would use Communication skill rolls to determine 
success or failure. A player sending a secret message in 
Morse code would use Communication. 

As previously noted, an agent’s lower fluency in a 
language compared to the fluency of the recipient can 
negatively modify their chances of success in verbal and 
written communication. 

Communication can include gleaning meaning from 
foreign languages spoken or written, or conveying 
information in a foreign language. Communication 
also refers to the transmission or conveyance of secret 
messages but not their coding or decoding (see 
“Analysis”). 

Communication can be improved through training, 
experience and improvisation. 

Endurance 

Endurance is an ability more than a skill, and therefore 
cannot be boosted through Improvisation (although an 
ingenious player may improvise a way to reduce the 
need for personal endurance from the situation). 
Endurance refers to the capability of staying awake and 
alert as well as traveling long distances without fatigue. 
It refers to the ability to hold very still behind a sniper 
rifle. Endurance can only be increased through training 
or after undergoing extended physical activity (“That 
which does not kill you makes you stronger.”) 

Endurance can only be improved through training and 
experience. 

Hand-to-hand Combat 

Hand-to-Hand Combat (HTH) is the skill and ability 
to inflict injury or death upon another living and 
conscious person at close-range (without a firearm). It 
is also the ability to defend oneself from injury or death 
in close-range combat. Hand-to-hand combat skill 
rolls are also used when attempting to subdue an 
opponent. 

Hand-to-hand combat can be improved through 
training, experience and improvisation. 

Marksmanship 

Marksmanship is the ability to operate firearms 
effectively, from handguns to sniper rifles to mortars, 
etc. It also refers to the ability to repair such items. 
Creating improvised firearms will often require skill 
rolls in both Marksmanship and Construction/
Fabrication (see “Construction/Fabrication”) and 
maybe even Improvisation, depending on the 
circumstances. 

There are no separate Marksmanship skills for different 
weapon types. 
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Marksmanship can be improved through training, 
experience and improvisation. 

Survival 

Survival refers to the knowledge and skills (but not 
physical Endurance) needed to live off the land 
without fatigue or injury. It also refers to the ability to 
administer first aid to oneself or to others. 

Survival can be improved through training, experience 
and improvisation. 

Tactics 

Tactics refers to several abilities most commonly taught 
during military basic training. These abilities include 
parachuting, navigation, knowledge of military ranks 
and jargon, and the basic ability to identify enemy 
equipment and weapons (but not necessarily operate 
them), etc. An agent that successfully completes 
Commando school would likely see an increase in their 
Tactics skill score. 

Tactics can be improved through training, experience 
and improvisation. 

Explosives 

Explosives is the knowledge and skill needed to 
effectively assemble and use explosives to destroy an 
object. It also refers 
to the ability to 
create improvised 
explosives from 
available raw 
materials. 
Throwing a hand 
grenade is a 
Tactics skill check, 
but modifying 
grenades or 
correctly placing 
explosives to blow 
up a rail line or 
bridge is an 
Explosives skill 
check. 

Explosives can be improved through training, 
experience and improvisation. 

Improvisation 

Improvisation refers to the innate and honed ability to 
think on one’s feet and solve problems. Unlike most 
skills, Improvisation is typically used to modify other 
skill attempts rather than being a skill on its own. 

Improvisation can only be improved through 
experience. 

Construction/Fabrication 

Construction/Fabrication refers to the ability to create 
new items out of other items or from available raw 
materials (see “Explosives”). 

Construction/Fabrication can be improved through 
training, experience and improvisation. 

Technology 

Technology as a concept varies throughout time. For 
the sake of this game, it refers to the latest in advanced 
objects and methodologies in the era the game is set, 
from about 1939 to 1945. This includes the ability to 
use these advanced objects and the ability to repair 
them. In Europe during World War II, technology 
would refer to radios, radar, sonar, and even early 
computers and encryption devices like Germany’s 

Enigma machines. 
It may also refer to 
knowledge and the 
use of (but not 
construction/
fabrication) of the 
latest spy gadgets, 
depending on the 
gadget itself (is it a 
firearm?) 

Technology can be 
improved through 
training, 
experience and 
improvisation. 
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Analysis 

Analysis is the skill of gathering important 
information, protecting it, and determining its 
usefulness. Examples include map reading, analyzing 
photographs (microfilm, anyone?), and the skill to 
encode or decode encrypted messages. 
Communications pertains to the transmission of those 
messages (e.g., Morse code). 

Analysis can be improved through training, 
experience and improvisation. 

Actions, Success and 
Failure 
Failures and successes have cause and effect in the 
campaign, and their consequences will be decided by 
the GM depending on the circumstances. Failing to 
pick a lock when no one is around simply means the 
player does not gain entry to a room. Failing in front of 
a neutral or hostile witness could mean the enemy may 
be alerted and the alarm sounded. 

Initiative 
When a player and an enemy or other party meet and 
they are both aware of the other’s presence (even if one 
is unaware of the other’s intentions), they roll dice to 
see who acts first. This applies to many actions, not just 
combat. 

Not all people the agent meets in the game are 
enemies, and their friend or foe status may not be 
apparent right away (it can also change in the blink of 
an eye). Remember, the other side has spies, too! 

A player who successfully rolls a skills check for Stealth 
(against a hidden DS pre-determined by the GM), has 
automatic initiative, otherwise each party has an equal 
chance of gaining initiative. 

To determine initiative, the player rolls 2d6 and the 
GM rolls the same for the other individual. Whoever 
rolls the highest number goes first. In the case of a tie, 
both parties re-roll until a winner is determined. They 
take turns thereafter. 

Rolling snake eyes has no Bad Luck effect on initiative 
rolls. 

If there are more than two participants in an encounter, 
initiative is rolled for each individual on both sides and 
an order of action table or some other device is used by 
the GM to keep track of who acts and in what order. 

Skill Experience Points 

Players earn skill experience points when they succeed at 
skill attempts. These experience points are awarded by 
the GM after an attempt succeeds, and the player 
keeps track on their character sheet. 

Experience points are awarded based on the relative 
difficulty of the task compared to their base skill score. 
Succeeding at a relatively easy task doesn’t earn the 
agent much experience, but succeeding at a very 
difficult task will earn a lot of experience. 

A successful attempt earns experience points equal to 
the DS minus their base skill score, for any result 
above zero. 

The GM performs this calculation and tells the player 
how many skill experience points they earned upon 
task success. 

DS - Base Skill Score = Skill Experience 

Example: 

Agent Carlos attempts to defuse a bomb that has a DS 
of 20. His Explosives skill score is 15, which means if 
he succeeds, he’ll earn 5 skill experience points. 

Carlos rolls 2d6 and gets a total of 7. Since his skill 
score + dice roll is 22, he succeeded against the 
minimum DS of 20. 

The GM calculates that Carlos earns 5 experience 
points in Explosives using the formula: 

DS - Base Skill Score = Skill Experience 

20 - 15 = 5 
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After Carlos attempts to defuse the bomb and rolls his 
dice, the GM would say, “You have succeeded at 
defusing the bomb. You just earned 5 experience points 
in your Explosives skill.” 

Carlos would add 5 points to his Explosives skill 
experience points tally on his character sheet. 

What if Carlos attempted a task with a DS of 15 and 
his skill score for that task was also 15? Even if he 
succeeds in the attempt (and didn’t roll snake eyes), he 
would earn no experience points since 15 - 15 = 0. 

You don’t gain experience 
completing a task that is easy for 

you. 

Improving Skills Through Experience 

Once a player reaches 36 experience points or more for 
a skill, they improve that base skill score by +1 and 
reset that skill experience point tally back to zero. Skill 
experience points earned above 36 do not accrue or 
roll-over toward their next skill score increase. 

The highest level of achievement a player can reach is 
20 on every skill score. At 
that point, they are a 
Master Spy. 

The most 
difficult task an 
agent can attempt 
would have a DS of 
30. If the agent 

has a base score of 
20 in the required 
skill, they must 

roll an 11 or 12 on 
2d6 when making 
the attempt in 

order to succeed. 

There are no points or 
score penalties for failed 
skill checks, although there might be consequences in the 
game action depending on the circumstances (an alarm 
is tripped, the guard noticed the agent, etc.) 

Every time a player’s skill score goes up for any 
reason, they add a point to their Luck Pool. 

See “Training” and “Good Luck”. 

What Does Failure Mean? 

What constitutes failure depends on the circumstances 
and what is being attempted. Loosely speaking, there 
are minor failures and major failures, all adjudicated by 
the GM based on the situation. 

A minor failure simply means a single attempt failed to 
achieve the desired result and has no significant 
consequences. Major failures mean an attempt not only 
failed to achieve the objective, but something bad 
happened as a result (side effects, basically). 

Example: 

Carlos the spy must sneak into a locked radio room 
and disable the radio in a way that isn’t obvious, then 
sneak out, locking the door behind him, all without 
being caught. He rolls a Stealth check to pick the lock 
and succeeds. Once inside the room, he rolls an 
Improvisation check to figure out how to disable the 
unfamiliar radio in a discrete way. If Carlos was already 

familiar with the radio, he 
would roll a Construction/
Fabrication skill check 
instead of Improvisation. 

Unfortunately, he fails his 
roll and causes an electrical 
short that blows a fuse in 
an electrical panel in a 
manned control room 
down the hall. That is a 
major failure that would 
likely result in guards or 
technicians entering the 
room to investigate the 
cause. Carlos must hide 
(another Stealth check) or 
flee via the door or window 
(again, more Stealth 
checks) or risk being 
captured. If he hides 
behind the door and 

attempts to use a garrote wire (if he has one) or choke 
hold to strangle the guard, that would be a Hand-to-
Hand skill check if the guard isn’t fully surprised by the 
attack (see “Initiative”). 
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Snake Eyes 

Bad luck can be very inconvenient, and sometimes 
downright deadly. Rolling two natural 1s in a row 
(“Snake Eyes”) on a skill check means bad luck has 
occurred, and there are three circumstances when this 
can occur. 

Scenario 1: If a player rolls 2d6 for a skills check and 
gets two 1s, they automatically lose a Luck Point and 
their attempt fails. The GM will determine the 
plausible consequence of that failure based on the 
circumstances. The player cannot use a Luck Point to 
re-roll snake eyes. 

Scenario 2: If a player uses a Luck Point to re-roll a 
losing roll (that wasn’t snake eyes) and they get snake 
eyes for the re-roll, that is considered to be a major 
failure and bad side effects will occur as determined by 
the GM. 

For example, let’s say a player is parachuting and they 
fail their Tactics skill check. They decide to use a luck 
point and re-roll, only to get snake eyes. They will likely 
become injured and must get first aid (see “First Aid”) 
within a short period of time or they may die or be 
captured. 

Scenario 3: The third scenario involves the GM. When 
a player has a natural skill score higher than the DS of 
the task, the player rolls 2d6 to see if bad luck 
intervenes despite the agent’s presumed mathematical 
assurance of success. If snake eyes come up, the attempt 
fails. This is considered a minor failure and has no side-
effects. 

Stealth 
Players won’t always be aware of what DS score they 
must exceed in order to be stealthy. They will roll their 
skill attempt and the GM will tell them if they succeed 
(and how many Stealth skill experience points they’ve 
earned). Failure may lead to ambiguous results 
described by the GM. 

Example: 

Carlos the spy attempts to sneak through some bushes 
past a guard post. He rolls a Stealth skill check on 2d6 
and gets a 3. He adds that to his Stealth skill score of 
13 for a total attempt score of 16. The GM notes that 
the guard was very alert and pre-determined that 
Carlos would need to exceed a DS of 20 to get past 

him. The guard is smart and doesn’t indicate he spotted 
Carlos, so the GM says, “The guard doesn’t act like he 
noticed you.” Carlos continues to creep closer, thinking 
he remains at least partially unseen. The aware guard 
waits until Carlos is within ten feet, then pulls out his 
pistol and attempts to shoot the sneaking spy at close 
range while shouting, “Achtung!” 

Hand-to-Hand Combat 
Combat is handled by each combatant rolling against 
their opponent’s HTH skill score + 2d6. Each capable 
person has a chance to defend against the attack by 
rolling a similar skill check. 

When a combatant successfully strikes their opponent, 
the opponent’s Health score is lowered by 1. When a 
combatant’s Health score reaches 1, they are 
unconscious. When it reaches 0, they die. 

This is best explained through example. 

Carlos the spy is using a knife to attack Klaus, a 
German guard. Carlos has a HTH skill score of 13 and 
Klaus has a HTH skill score of 14. 

Carlos wins initiative (see “Initiative”) and attempts to 
stab Klaus with his knife. Carlos rolls 2d6 and adds his 
HTH skill score of 13 to the result. Let’s say he rolls a 
4. This means his ‘attack’ score is now 17 (roll 4 + HTH 
13). 

Klaus attempts to defend against the attack by 
blocking it with his own knife by rolling 2d6 and 
adding the result to his HTH score of 14. Let’s say he 
rolls a 3. This means his ‘defense’ score is 17 (roll 3 + 
HTH 14). 

Since 17 = 17, the attack is neutral with no success or 
failure. (An attacker’s skill attempt must exceed the 
defender’s DS to succeed.) 

Now it is Klaus’s turn. He rolls 2d6 and gets 8. His 
attack score is 22 (roll 8 + HTH 14). Carlos rolls 2d6 
to defend and gets 8 as well. His defense score is 21 
(roll 8 + HTH 13). Since 22 > 21, Klaus has 
successfully hit Carlos with his knife and Carlos is now 
injured (Carlos loses 1 point from his Health score). 

Damage for a HTH attack is always -1 Health point 
per success. Damage for armed combat (bullets, etc.) is 
-2 Health points per success. Damage from explosions 
are fatal if it explodes 6’ or less from the individual, -3 
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if between 6’ and 10’, -2 between 10’ and 15’, -1 from 
15’ to 20’, and no damage if beyond 20’. The exact 
results will be adjudicated by the GM based on the size 
of the explosion, cover, distance, and any other 
mitigating circumstances. 

It is important to note that players and non-player 
characters can also communicate with their opponent 
or others during attack attempts in hand-to-hand 
combat but not during defense attempts. This means 
Persuasion and Communication skill checks may apply 
in addition to attack rolls (but are not necessarily 
interdependent). 
 
Combat Modifiers 

The difficulty score 
required to hit an 
opponent can change 
based on the 
circumstances. If Carlos 
is fighting Klaus, and 
Klaus holds a baseball 
bat and Carlos only 
holds a knife, Klaus will 
have a +1 modifier to his 
HTH attack and defense 
attempts because of the 
range advantage of the 
bat. 

(A baseball bat vs a spear 
or staff would likely 
cancel each other out, based on GM discretion and 
reasonable logic. Make these determinations and DS 
adjustments prior to attack attempts.) 

It is important to note that the modifier continues to 
apply as long as the advantage or disadvantage remains; 
e.g., as long as Klaus holds the bat and Carlos only 
holds a knife, Klaus will always have a +1 to both his 
attack and defense scores. (What happens when 
someone brings a gun to a knife fight?) 

When a player is injured in combat (or by any other 
means), they must seek first aid (see “First Aid”) as 
soon as possible after the combat is over to avoid 
suffering further reductions in their Health. This 
applies even if they went from 4 health points to 3. 
They are still conscious but are wounded, and plausible 
realism demands that a wound requires first aid. 

Injury, due to adrenaline and the discipline of training, 
is not a modifier to combat attack and defense rolls 

while combat continues as long as the individual 
remains conscious. 

If there is a break in combat, however, the effects of 
injury takes hold and negative modifiers are imposed to 
physical-based skill scores equal to the reduction in 
Health score. 

For example, if Carlos suffered two wounds during his 
fight with Klaus, reducing his health score from 4 
down to 2, once the combat was over, his Stealth, 
Endurance, Hand-to-hand combat, Marksmanship, 
and Tactics skill scores would all be temporarily 
reduced by -2 until he successfully receives first aid and 
heals; see “Injury and Healing” below. 

An individual that has 
suffered at least one 
injury during combat 
will have their Health 
score reduced by a 
cumulative -1 for each 
full hour they go after 
the combat ends without 
receiving first aid, even if 
they were victorious in 
the combat. 

It is entirely possible for 
an individual to die a few 
hours after combat is 
over if they don’t receive 
adequate first aid. 

Successful or Failed Combat 

When a player wins a bout of hand-to-hand combat 
with an opponent, because their opponent is subdued, 
surrenders, flees, or dies, the victor earns 6 Hand-to-
hand skill experience points. They do not add to their 
success tally for the success of individual blows, 
however. 

If a defender succeeds at keeping their attacker from 
inflicting any successful injuries upon them, and the 
attacker gives up their attempt or leaves the combat, 
the defender gets 6 points added to their Hand-to-
Hand Combat skill experience (since they successfully 
defended themselves from injury). 

If a player loses at combat, they lose 6 Hand-to-Hand 
Combat skill experience points (even if that takes it 
below zero). They must also temporarily reduce both 
their Health points and Endurance skill score by -1 for 
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one hour, even if they weren’t injured. If this results in 
their Health score reaching 1, they are temporarily 
unconscious for one hour (from stress and exertion, 
basically). If this causes their Health score to reach 
zero, they die. 

Combat between parties using firearms involves 
Marksmanship and perhaps Tactics skill checks (and 
perhaps others), not Hand-to-Hand Combat. 

Fleeing Combat 

If an individual attempts to disengage from hand-to-
hand combat and flee, they must roll an attack skills 
check against their opponent when it is their turn to 
act (their opponent has a chance to defend, of course). 
A success means they disengaged without penalty and 
are able to leave safely. If they fail, the flee attempt fails 
and the opponent gets a +2 bonus to their next attack 
roll. If their escape roll is neutral, they were unable to 
flee but the other party has no bonus to attack. 

If a player’s opponent flees after receiving at least one 
successful attack from the player, the attacking player 
gets +3 added to their Hand-to-hand skills experience 
points (it is considered a successful combat). The player 
does not get anything added to their Hand-to-hand 
skills experience points if they flee, however, or if the 
player was injured during combat. 

If a player or enemy attempts to surrender verbally (in 
a language known by the opponent to at least a basic 
level) and by putting up their hands or making some 
other gesture of supplication, they may be susceptible 
to a ‘free’ attack depending on the ethics of their 
opponent (handled like an attempt to flee). An attempt 
to surrender cannot be made solely by verbal or other 
means without also making the physical gestures 
associated with surrender. 

Saying you surrender while 
still throwing a punch or holding 

a knife will fail. 

Improvisation 
Being a spy and engaging in espionage requires the 
ability to think on your feet. Being good at improvising 
can help a spy succeed at challenging tasks when a 
clear path to success isn’t obvious. The ability to 
improvise is one of the most useful skills a spy can 
have. 

Improvisation can only be attempted once per 
objective, and only at the beginning of the attempt. 

Some tasks require improvisation, such as figuring out 
how to use a radio the agent had never seen before, etc. 
Other times, improvisation is up to the player. 

When faced with a challenging physical or mental task 
(such as crossing a raging river or persuading a hostile 
guard), the player may choose to roll an Improvisation 
check before their primary skill check attempt. 
Improvisation cannot be used for Endurance or Health 
checks, however. If the skill check succeeds, they may 
add their improvisation skill roll to whatever their 
primary skill roll is. Improvisation success is 
determined by rolling a 2d6 and adding their 
Improvisation skill score against the task’s difficulty 
score (DS). 

If the agent fails their Improvisation skill check, the 
primary skill check automatically fails as well. 

Example: 

Carlos the spy is attempting to use an enemy radio, a 
model he’s never seen before, with labels in a language 
he doesn’t know. Operating the radio has a 
Communications difficulty score (DS) of 17. 

Carlos has an Improvisation skill score of 13 and a 
Communication skill score of 14. 

Because Carlos has never seen this radio before, he 
must succeed on an Improvisation attempt to figure out 
how to operate it before he can use his 
Communications skill score to send or receive 
messages. He rolls a 2d6 (gets a 5) and adds it to his 
Improvisation score of 13. That’s a net score of 18, 
which is higher than the minimum DS of 17 = 
successful improvisation! He is now free to add his 
Improvisation skill roll of 5 to his Communications 
attempt. 

Carlos rolls a 2d6 and gets a 3. He adds that to his 
Communications skill score of 14, and adds his 
Improvisation roll of 5 to get a net total of 22 = 
success! He easily figures out how to operate the enemy 
radio. 

The GM will award 4 Improvisation skill experience 
points to Carlos, since Improvisation was the key to his 
success. 
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Remember, skill experience points are equal to the DS 
minus the base skill score. In this case, 17 - 13 = 4. 

If Carlos had failed his Improvisation attempt, he 
would not have been allowed any further attempt to 
operate the radio (although he could use a Luck Point 
to make another attempt at his Improvisation roll). 

Once a player chooses to attempt an Improvisation 
skill check to achieve a task, they must succeed at that 
Improvisation skill check or the entire attempt fails. If 
they succeed at their Improvisation skill check, they 
may still fail at subsequent attempts at other skill 
checks for that attempt (Carlos could have succeeded 
with his Improvisation skill attempt but failed at his 
Communications skill check). 

If a compound task requires Improvisation as the first 
skill attempt, and the compound task succeeds, the 
player will earn skill experience points in 
Improvisation, not the other skill check(s). 

For compound tasks that do not require Improvisation, 
experience points will be awarded based on the DS - 
Score of the most difficult skill check. 

At no point will a player be awarded experience in 
more than one skill check per task. 

Health 
Players engaging in combat or other dangerous 
operations (such as parachuting) can sustain injuries or 
even be killed. They can also become fatigued/hungry/
thirsty (see “Fatigue”), including that which 
can occur while being held captive by the 
enemy. These conditions can also lead to 
death if not addressed within a specified 
period of time. 

A player’s overall health is represented by 
their Health Score. Various circumstances 
can temporarily reduce their Health score. 

• 4: Healthy 
• 3: Moderately injured 
• 2: Severely injured 
• 1: Unconscious 
• 0: Dead 

A Health score of 1 indicates 
unconsciousness. When it reaches 0, even 
for a moment, they die. Remember, all 

players begin the game with a Health score of 4. 
Health points never go above 4, even temporarily. 

A physical action that results in a major failure will 
often lead to injury, reducing health points by 1 or 
more, depending on the circumstances. Hand-to-hand 
combat is another common reason for health points to 
be lost. 

Health points can be restored through first aid and rest 
(see “Injury and Healing”).  

Injury and Healing 

When a player is injured, their Health and Endurance 
scores drop by -1 every hour (rounded up) until they 
receive (or give themselves, if conscious) first aid. 
Receiving first aid halts the drop in health points. Only 
rest increases it. 

Administering first aid to others or to oneself is a 
Survival skills check. The DS required for success is 
determined by the GM. Conducting surgery under 
general anesthetic would be a DS of 25 or higher. 

If the agent’s Endurance score or Health points drops 
to 1, they fall unconscious. If either their Endurance or 
Health points drop to 0, they die. 

Immediately after receiving first aid, the player must 
rest 2 uninterrupted hours to heal. During this time, 
they can talk or get up and walk very short distances — 
perhaps across a room or around a small campsite — 
but they cannot do anything strenuous or physically 
taxing. 
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While injured and before they are fully rested, all 
physical skills checks will temporarily be at -1. 

Players can administer first aid to themselves (a 
Survival skills check) if they have the needed supplies 
and are conscious; an unconscious player cannot 
administer first aid to themselves (or to others, duh). 

For the sake of simplicity, all injuries are generically 
handled the same; e.g., no detailed injuries are handled 
specifically, such as a broken leg or arm, etc. You’re 
either injured or you’re not. 

Fatigue 

For ever 24 hours an agent operates without at least 
two hours of uninterrupted rest, their Endurance score 
temporarily goes down by -1 and they suffer -1 
(accumulative) on all physical skills rolls (Stealth, 
Marksmanship, Combat, Tactics, and Survival — 
except for administering first aid). 

If the player’s fatigue penalty causes their Endurance 
score to reach 1, they temporarily fall unconscious for 
1d6 hours and their Health score drops by -1. 

Remember, if a player’s Endurance or Health scores 
reach 0 for any reason, even temporarily, they die. 

Endurance scores can be returned to full with adequate 
rest. For every 2 hours of uninterrupted rest the agent 
receives, they regain 1 point of Endurance. They will 
also regain Health points if they have received 
appropriate first aid (if needed). 

This may not seem like much rest after a lot of activity, 
but spies were dedicated people operating at their peak 
of motivation and training. It has as much to do with 
dedication and character as it does physical ability — 
they aren’t like normal people. 

Death or Capture 

It is up to the GM and players to democratically decide 
on the table rule for handling the death of a character. 
The suggested default rule is that if an agent dies, that 
agent character can never be played in that GM’s 
campaigns again, but the player may start another 
character at novice level, with a new backstory and new 
skill scores, and rejoin the group with some kind of 
plausible explanation (new recruit, the agent’s brother 
or sister seeks revenge, etc.) 

It is best if the gaming group decides on the table’s 
Death Rule before play begins. 

If the player’s character is captured, the GM will likely 
present a series of challenges the agent (and/or their 
comrades) must overcome to escape. Capture was a 
common occurrence with spies during World War II, 
and there are many tales of spectacular escapes (along 
with tragic executions). 

Captured agents will most certainly be tortured in an 
attempt to make them talk. Players can roll a 
Persuasion skill check (against a DS determined by the 
GM) to see if they can keep a secret, or better yet, tell a 
secret that is misleading or not true at all. Endurance 
checks come into play as well, as torture can sometimes 
be fatal. During interrogation, every drop in Endurance 
ability causes an equal drop in Persuasion. Long 
durations in captivity will temporarily reduce an agent’s 
Health scores as well. 

Training 
Because of the logistical difficulty and risk of getting 
an agent safely behind enemy lines (often by parachute 
at night or smuggled by locals under great risk to 
themselves), returning to home base is a challenge. 
Novice missions, however, often entail a short journey 
into neutral or enemy territory along with a relatively 
safe return trip home. 

Whenever a player is able to return to home base, they 
can undergo training that improves skills or abilities 
(like Communications or Endurance). 
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While training at their home base, it takes a full week 
to increase one skill score by +1 per visit. They can only 
train in three skills per visit (which takes three weeks). 

Agents cannot linger at home base for weeks on end, 
improving their skills 
without limits. 

Players must return to 
active duty in the field 
and achieve at least one 
skill increase in any skill 
through experience 
before they can increase 
any further skills 
through training (even 
if they return to base). 

During training, the 
player may choose to 
also pursue 
advancement in a 
language of their choice. 
Agents must undergo 12 weeks of accumulative (but 
not necessarily sequential) language training to move 
from Basic to Moderate fluency in that particular 
language. 

Since it takes many years to gain native-level fluency in a 
language, moving from Moderate to Native fluency in the 
game is not allowed. 

Language training can occur concurrently with any 
other training the agent pursues (over and above 
training limits specified above). 

Improvisation cannot be increased through training, only 
through experience. Conversely, Endurance can only be 
increased through training or extended physical activity 
and not by routine experience. 

To train, the player chooses a skill and rolls a 1d6. If 
they roll a natural 1, the training failed and their skill 
score stays the same, otherwise any roll of 2-6 indicates 
success. 

Players do not have to roll to determine success of 
language training. If they spend the week working on 
language fluency, it automatically counts toward their 
12 weeks minimum. 

Players can only increase one non-language skill at a 
time, and only one skill can be increased per full week 

while at home base (other than language; see above). If 
a player fails to increase their training on a skill, that 
week’s effort is essentially lost. 

Every time a player increases a skill score for any 
reason, they add +1 to their pool of Luck Points. 

Luck 

Good Luck 

Sometimes dumb luck 
determines the outcome 
of a situation. Over 
time, as players train 
and achieve successes, 
their natural luck will 
improve. 

Every time a player 
increases a skill score by 
1 for any reason, they 
add +1 to their pool of 

Luck Points. The player can use points from their luck 
pool to re-roll any single roll they choose (other than 
natural snake eyes; see above), using up that luck point. 
Whenever a player fails a skills roll, for example, they 
can use an available luck point and roll again 
(maintaining all the same modifiers, of course). They 
can re-roll as many times as they like as long as they 
don’t get snake eyes and have luck points remaining to 
burn per re-roll. Every player starts the game with 1 
luck point. A player’s pool of luck points cannot go 
below 0. 

Bad Luck 

Bad luck can also occur. Whenever the player fails to 
accomplish a task by rolling snake eyes on their original 
attempt, they automatically lose one luck point. (Again, 
Luck Points cannot go below zero.) 
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Objects 
There are far too many objects to list 
here, but broadly speaking, an object 
refers to anything tangible that plays 
more than a merely incidental role in 

the campaign. 

Examples can include guns and ammunition, raw 
materials for the fabrication of improvised explosives, 
cameras and film, and even clothing if it plays a role in 
the story such as a costume, etc. 

Objects can even refer to 
large items such as 
doors, cars, airplanes, or 
even bridges and 
buildings. (Objects never 
refer to conscious people, 
but an unconscious 
person or dead body 
could be considered an 
object.) 

The GM assigns 
pertinent stats and 
difficulty scores to the 
use, construction, 
destruction, or 
manipulation of objects as appropriate. As a general 
rule, an object is anything that has a difficulty score 
required to create it, use it, transport it, modify it or 
destroy it. 

Objects can often be constructed, taken apart, 
destroyed, bought or sold, consumed, dropped, carried, 
or broken/disabled, etc. 

Objects can be combined to become new objects. Raw 
materials can be combined to make explosives or 
poison, for example. 

Unusual or new objects may have a DS score required 
to recognize it for what it is. For example, an agent may 
have to roll an Analysis skills check to determine that a 
page of typewritten text is actually an encoded secret 
message. 

Some objects have a minimum skill level to use them. 
A hammer wouldn’t require a skills check, but a 
complicated radio with labels in a language the agent 

doesn’t know (at Moderate level or higher) may require 
a Communications difficulty score of 20 or even higher 
(30 being the most difficult). 

Players can only carry a reasonable and realistic 
number (and weight) of objects at a time, based on 
real-world logic (a player cannot plausibly carry ten 
rifles without some kind of bag, straps, box, 
wheelbarrow, etc.) Carrying too much reduces their 
skill at Stealth, for example. 

Destruction and Creation 

Players will often 
attempt to destroy 
objects or create new 
ones. When a skill 
attempt to destroy or 
create something is 
successful, the intended 
destruction or creation is 
wholly complete. There 
are no partial 
destructions or creations, 
unless that was the 
objective; the player may 
attempt to crack the axle 
of a truck or fabricate an 
improvised fuse to repair 
a radio (see 

“Construction/Fabrication” and “Technology”). 

The circumstances and objectives of what constitutes 
success will be described by the GM before the player 
makes their attempt. 

Money 

Spies and saboteurs are not independent actors; they 
represent their patron country or political faction and 
are funded accordingly. Because of this, they rarely have 
need to acquire money in the field other than to use it 
as bribes or pay partisan resistance fighters (in which 
case the money is just another object they possess) — 
or perhaps as a mission objective. 
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Running the 
Game 

This section is meant for the Game Master, or GM. 
Although there is nothing wrong with a player reading 
the material herein, doing so may remove a sense of 
mystery and excitement from the game, lessening its 
enjoyment. 

Like many well-known and beloved role playing games 
that preceded it, Ashes of Isar takes inspiration from 
those game systems and blends it into an improved mix 
of realism and playability, all while giving players the 
opportunity to exercise and embrace their bravery and 
ingenuity. As one leader of America’s famed Office of 
Strategic Services (OSS) described their recruiting 
policy, “We are looking for Ph.D.’s that can win a bar 
fight.” 

For Game Masters that have refereed other role 
playing games, you will find Ashes of Isar focuses more 
on player and GM creativity than on copious amounts 
of precise yet tedious rules. The game mechanics use a 
simple framework that combines skill and random luck 
from dice rolls — using six-sided dice exclusively — to 
determine action outcomes. Everything else is up to 
the creativity of GM and player alike. 

Although Ashes of Isar is a role playing game, it relies 
on reality and heavily follows the true exploits and 
events of World War II participants, from individuals 
to entire nations. Many of the protagonists and 
antagonists in this game are based on real individuals. 
So, too, are the gadgets and weapons saboteurs and 
agent provocateurs use to wreak havoc on the opposing 
side. 

This game assumes the players represent the Allies. 
Their enemy is Nazi Germany and the Axis nations. 
Because of this, Ashes of Isar will not likely appeal to 
modern Nazi sympathizers and pro-fascist 
revolutionaries. If that describes you, read a history 
book. 

Your Game Design 
As the GM, it is up to you to set the scene. Encourage 
your players to take on the personas of agents and 
saboteurs that will strive to weaken, and ultimately 
defeat, the Axis in general and Nazi Germany in 
particular. 

Think big. Rely on history to understand how 
individual actions fit into the big picture. Plan how the 
specific missions players will undertake influence the 
tide of the war. Track how the success or failure of their 
missions will impact future events and conditions. 

Think small. Give players tactical missions with 
tangible, rewarding results and that have a plausible but 
challenging chance of success. This encourages 
enthusiastic future play. Divulge clues and evidence 
along the way that indicates how the player’s successes 
positively influences the war effort. Let them know 
how the part they play feeds the dynamic Big Picture. 

The core fun of Ashes of Isar is the opportunity for 
players to engage in risky yet ingenious missions. Give 
them many challenges they must overcome and 
develop a realistic sense that their every action carries 
with it a risk of personal capture or death, and a risk of 
campaign-wide consequences for failure. Remember, 
these are Ph.D.’s that can win a bar fight, so give them 
opportunities to prove both characteristics. 

Players need a constant sense of personal agency. 
Follow the laws of physics and historical reality the 
best you can, but otherwise constrain the players as 
little as possible. Let them truly flex their ingenuity 
and reward their creativity as much as possible within 
the confines of plausible realism. 

Ashes of Isar relies on history and so should you. Take 
inspiration from real people and events. The more 
realistic you can make your campaign, the more fun it 
will be for yourself and your players. 

Managing Difficulty and 
Challenge 
Unlike many other role playing games, agents in Ashes 
of Isar don’t go up in level or earn experience per se. 
Instead, their characters increase specific skill levels 
through successful completion of tasks. Skills are 
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measured on a 1 to 20 scale, 1 being an inept fool and 
20 being a master. By default, all characters start out at 
skill level 10, with additional bonuses assigned at 
creation. See the Preparation section for more 
information. 

Objectives are assigned a Difficulty Score, or DS, by 
you. A DS score ranges from 10 (super easy) to 30 
(nearly impossible). Throwing a rock over a fence into a 
pond on the other side to distract a guard would 
require a DS of 10 to succeed. Sneaking into the 
Berchtesgaden to personally assassinate Adolph Hitler 
with a pencil has a Stealth DS of 30. 

This chart shows the relative difficulty of the range of 
DS scores in increments of 5 (any DS score between 10 
and 30 is valid). 

It is important to note that a task with a DS of 20 
might be very challenging to a new agent and very easy 
for an agent of advanced skills. It’s all relative. 

As GM, it is your job to make sure your players face 
mission objectives that are appropriately difficult for 
their present skill level. Objectives should be 
challenging but not impossible. Instead of artificially 
lowering the DS of objectives to fit the agents at the 
risk of plausible realism, it is better change the nature 
of the objectives themselves. Give them an easier task 
rather than making the task’s DS score artificially 
lower. 

Use your judgment to dynamically adjust your 
campaign to match the present skill level of your 
agents and create missions that have an enjoyable level 
of risk. 

NOTE: It is your discretion whether to disclose a task’s 
minimum DS before the player attempts it. You can 
simply have the player roll their attempt and let them 
know if it succeeded or not. If it succeeded, you need to 

tell them how many skill experience points they earned, 
but the task’s difficulty doesn’t have to be disclosed 
beforehand. 

Consequences 
As in real life, the success or failure of even a single 
mission can radically alter or influence the state of 
affairs in hostile territory. A failed assassination 
attempt will result in enhanced security immediately 
after, making subsequent assassination attempts even 
more difficult. Contrarily, with adequate ingenuity and 
excellent execution (no pun intended), a successful 
assassination may result in the enemy thinking it was 
an accident or a natural event, without leading to any 
increase in security (or reprisals) at all. 

Keep your eye on the big picture and note how player 
actions might impact enemy disposition. Players can 
discover enemy technology or methodologies, and if 
handled properly and discretely, can give the Allies an 
advantage of which the enemy is completely unaware 
(read about Germany’s Enigma program for 
inspiration). 

Over time, players that succeed at several missions may 
develop a reputation amongst the enemy. This can be 
especially true if the player operates in a small area or if 
their actions have a discernible signature or pattern. 
Players with growing reputations face increasing risk of 
being captured, and if so, the odds of them being 
executed goes up. 

Don’t be afraid to rely on your players to provide 
inspiration for subsequent missions. If they suggest 
blowing up a hydro power plant that lies upstream 
from a tank factory in the town below, create a mission 
to let them try. You don’t have to think up every 
mission on your own; players are a frequent source of 
inspiration, and some of it can be truly inspiring. 

Play Mechanics 
For the mechanics of how Ashes of Isar is played, 
thoroughly read and digest this entire guide. You will 
notice it is more of a framework than a structured and 
verbose set of rules. There are no charts or complicated 
stats and figures. It is easy to grasp and understand how 
game play is conducted, but it is important to know it 
well. 

DS Relative Difficulty

10 Very easy

15 Average difficulty

20 Moderate difficulty

25 Advanced difficulty

30 Extremely difficult
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Special Cases 

There are special circumstances that will require you, 
the GM, to adjudicate consequences of events. For 
example, explosions will cause damage to individuals 
and objects based on various factors. An individual 
standing next to a car bomb will be injured based on 
the size of the blast and how near the person is when it 
goes off. A rule of thumb is that a bomb small enough 
to be thrown will be fatal within a 5’ radius, and cause 
-2 Health points damage between 5’ to 10’. 

If a player wishes to ‘call their shot’ regarding a bullet 
or knife strike, add +2 to the DS due to the difficulty of 
the action, and increase damage by an extra Health 
point upon success (assuming they were going for a 
killing shot, etc.) 

It is best to decide upon an appropriate DS for an 
action before the player makes their attempt. Use 
conditions and the situation to decide on a difficulty 
score. Someone behind heavy cover requires less of a 
Stealth score than someone out in the open. A noisy, 
distracting environment often makes hidden people 
harder to find. A nervous person is often less 
intimidating and persuasive than someone brimming 
with confidence. 

Since it is impossible to pre-determine every 
circumstance imaginable and define rules to handle all 
situations, it is up to you, the GM, to handle it. Be 
judicious, take your time to consider all factors, be fair, 
honor plausible realism, and set specific difficulty scores 
relative to the agent’s skill scores before attempts are 
made. 

Outside Materials 
Because Ashes of Isar is based on real life events of 
World War II, there is a great deal of photographic 
evidence of the people, weapons, gadgets, and places of 
the time. Use the amazing resource of the internet to 
not only seek inspiration for missions and campaigns, 
but also for obtaining media like photos and even film 
that you can use in your game to enhance the 
experience.* 

Players will delight when embarking on a mission to 
capture a Nazi General when they can see a 
photograph of the actual mad man himself. Period 
maps of real places can be printed out and used during 

game play to plan and execute missions. Show photos 
of the gadgets and weapons they have available to 
conduct acts of sabotage. 

* Be sure to follow all copyright and trademark laws 
pertaining to the intellectual property of others. The 
makers of Ashes of Isar are not responsible for any 
action you take that violates the law. 

Arbitration 
You will undoubtedly encounter circumstances when 
players attempt to do something that is either 
unrealistic or beyond a simple explanation. Although 
Ashes of Isar does not rely on a large volume of rules 
that can be consulted to handle every situation, 
ultimately it is up to you, the Game Master, to arbitrate 
all circumstances, results, and requests. If there is only 
one hard and fast rule to the game of Ashes of Isar, it is 
this: the GM’s ruling is final. 

Use this authority wisely. The goal is to have fun, and if 
your reliance on strict rules or historical accuracy 
lessens the fun, you may consider a different approach. 
Remember, plausible realism with a sense of fairness is 
a great rule of thumb. 
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Sample Play Session 
To give you a sense for what Ashes of Isar might be 
like to play, here is a transcript of a sample play session 
with a GM and three players, agents Carlos, Monarch 
and Driver. 

GM: After successfully completing your last mission 
blowing up a railway viaduct in central Greece, you 
were able to smuggle aboard a boat to Turkey with the 
help of local resistance fighters. From there, you flew 
on a series of military and civilian transport planes over 
the Mediterranean to Spain, and then back to England. 

You have spent the last three weeks at an S.O.E. 
training facility. During that time, you all worked on 
your French language skills. Please add 3 weeks to your 
French training tally. 

Two of those weeks were spent learning to use 
captured German radio sets. I want each of you to roll 
1d6 twice to see if you succeed at increasing your 
Communications and Technology skills, respectively. 

[Each of the three players roll their dice. None roll a 1, 
so their skill increase attempts succeed.] 

Great! Please add +1 to your Communications and 
your Technology skills. The other week was was spent 
learning how to assemble and stealthily plant a new 
class of limpet mines. Roll 1d6 once for Explosives. 

[Agents Monarch and Driver each rolled a 1 on their 
Explosives training check.] 

Agent Carlos, you have increased your Explosives skill 
by +1. Agents Monarch and Driver, you failed to 
improve your Explosives skill. Better luck next time. 

The players make these notes on their character sheets, 
including appropriate additions to their Luck Points. 

Carlos: What is our next mission? 

GM: You have been asked to pack your gear for a train 
ride up to an S.O.E. commando school in Arisaig, 
Scotland where you will receive further instructions. 

Monarch: What gear should we pack? 

GM: The sergeant says to only carry one duffel bag of 
moderate and wet weather clothes and basic military 
uniforms and toiletries. All other necessary gear will be 

provided to you at an appropriate later date. You are to 
be dressed in civilian clothes for the train ride. You 
have two hours. 

After packing and eating a quick meal in the mess hall, 
you are taken by truck to a train station four miles 
away. At 14:00 hours, you board a civilian train and 
arrive in Glasgow at 02:00 the following morning. You 
are allowed to sleep on cots in a back room of the train 
station until you are awakened at 06:00 hours. 

You eat a brief breakfast at the train station’s cafeteria 
and then the three of you get into a car and are driven 
four hours to a remote commando training facility near 
Arisaig, Scotland. On the way, the driver gives you a 
brief description of the training facility, describing it as 
a sprawling estate in a remote part of western Scotland. 
Many S.O.E. agents go through an intense training 
program covering survival, hand-to-hand combat, 
military tactics, and stealth. It is also a staging area for 
espionage missions into Scandinavia, and Norway in 
particular. 

You are greeted by a civilian man who introduces 
himself as Cecil Clarke. He takes you into a briefing 
room with several tables and chairs facing a chalkboard. 
Along a row of tables against the window are cold cuts, 
bread, cheeses, and mustards. You are allowed to make 
sandwiches and eat your lunch while Mr. Clarke stands 
at the chalkboard to begin your briefing. 

He says you will spend the next four days poring over 
maps of the Telemark region of south-central Norway. 
Your objective, he says, will be to parachute into 
Norway, link up with a team of agents already on the 
ground, surveil a power plant located in a deep gorge in 
the area, and form a plan to infiltrate the plant, place 
specialized limpet mines on key machinery, and then 
escape. The explosives are to detonate as you make your 
way back into the wilderness, destroying the plant’s 
ability to operate. 

During your briefing, Mr. Clarke further explains the 
plant’s purpose. It is called the Norsk Hydro Power 
Plant, and it produces deuterium oxide, a key 
component in the production of atomic bombs, 
otherwise known as heavy water. The destruction of 
this plant will halt Hitler’s ability to produce heavy 
water, thus eliminating his nuclear bomb ambitions. 

Driver: What is the security like around the plant? 

GM: As you can imagine, security is expected to be 
very tight. This facility is extremely difficult to reach. It 
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is located on one side of a deep gorge and is accessible 
by only one road that crosses a narrow bridge above a 
river to the plant itself. 

Monarch: How will we get in? 

GM: You will need to sneak close to the plant and 
conduct surveillance to make that determination 
yourself. 

Carlos: What’s our timeline? How long do we have to 
complete the mission? 

GM: As long as it takes. Please note, Mr. Clarke says, 
that you will not have air support and your most likely 
exfiltration route will be to travel overland into neutral 
Sweden to escape. Your planned departure date is one 
week from today. During that time, you will be trained 
in the use of cold weather survival gear and techniques. 
My reports say that you have already been trained in 
the use of the special limpet mines we have created 
specifically for this mission. You will also undergo 
rigorous physical training during your week’s stay here 
at Arisaig, including some lovely cold water survival 
drills. 

[At this point, the GM shows the players 
reconnaissance photos from the period and maps of the 
area. He indicates probable drop zones, approach 
routes to the plant, and possible escape routes east into 
Sweden. The team rolls 1d6 for Endurance and 
Survival skill checks, and barring anyone rolling a 1, 
those skills are boosted by +1 each before mission 
departure. This increase in skill also earns the agents 
some valuable Luck Points.] 

GM: For mission departure, you fly from an airfield 
near Inverness northeast where you parachute over a 
high plateau in the drop zone, several miles north of 
the Norsk Hydro plant. I want each of you to roll a 
Tactics skills check to find out if your parachute drop is 
successful. 

Carlos: [rolls 2d6] I rolled an 8, adding that to my 
Tactics skill score of 12, my total is 20. 

GM: [Compares against a DS of 18] That is a success. 
You land safely and are able to retrieve your parachute 
and equipment pod. Please add +6 to your Tactics 
success tally. [DS 18 - base skill score 12 = 6.] 

Monarch: [rolls 2d6] I rolled a 9. With my Tactics 
skill score of 13, my total is 22. 

GM: You also have a successful jump. Please add +5 to 
your Tactics success tally. [DS 18 - base skill score 13 = 
5.] Agent Driver? 

Dariver: [rolls 2d6] I only rolled a 4. Adding that to 
my Tactics skill score of 12, my total is 16. 

GM: That wasn’t enough to succeed. Do you wish to 
re-roll using a Luck Point? 

Driver: No, not this time. [Agent Driver only has 3 
Luck Points available and makes the strategic choice to 
hang onto them for more important uses later.] 

GM: Unfortunately you sprained your ankle upon 
landing. Your parachute caught a gust of wind and you 
had to cut it loose before it nearly pulled you over a 
cliff. It is lost into the gorge below, with a risk of being 
seen by Nazi patrols. 

Carlos: I administer first aid to my comrade’s ankle. 

GM: Agent Carlos, roll a Survival skill check. 

Carlos: [rolls 2d6] I rolled a 10. My Survival skill score 
is 14, so a total of 24. 

GM: [The DS was 20.] A great score! Add +4 to your 
Survival skill experience tally. You are able to bind the 
ankle and use snow to reduce swelling quite effectively. 
The agent is able to walk without too much pain within 
an hour. 

Driver: Thanks, buddy! Now, where do we go from 
here? 

GM: You consult your maps and already have your 
destination memorized, a remote hunter’s cabin high 
on the plateau about three miles from the plant. But 
you can’t navigate your way there until you find out 
where you are now. I want each of you to roll an 
Analysis skill check to see if you can find your current 
location. [At least one agent must match a DS of 20 
for success. The three players roll their Analysis skills 
checks, and two of them get above 20.] 

Agents Monarch and Driver, add +3 to your Analysis 
skill experience points tally. The sky is clear so you are 
able to find your bearings and identify your current 
location on the map with a high degree of certainty. 
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Appendix 
Since Ashes of Isar is strongly based on the real history of World War II, there are more resources available to for 
you to research and be inspired by than can be listed here. Below is a list of suggested resources we recommend to get 
you started. 

Wikipedia 

• Special Operations Executive, S.O.E. 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special_Operations_Executive 

• Office of Strategic Services, O.S.S. 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Office_of_Strategic_Services 

• List of Nazi Party Leaders 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Nazi_Party_leaders_and_officials 

The History Channel 

• Famous WW II Covert Operations 
• https://www.history.com/news/5-famous-wwii-covert-operations 

Encyclopedia Britannica 

• World War II Summary 
• https://www.britannica.com/event/World-War-II 

Top Axis Leaders 

• Bormann, Martin 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Bormann 

• Eichmann, Adolf 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolf_Eichmann 

• Goebbels, Joseph 
• https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Goebbels 

• Goering, Hermann 
• https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermann_Goering 

• Hess, Rudolf 
• https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudolf_Hess 

• Heydrich, Reinhard 
• https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reinhard_Heydrich 

• Himmler, Heinrich 
• https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinrich_Himmler 

• Hitler, Adolf 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolf_Hitler 

• Keitel, Wilhelm 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilhelm_Keitel 

• Mengele, Josef 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josef_Mengele 

• Muller, Heinrich 
• https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinrich_Muller_(Gestapo) 
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• Mussolini, Benito 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benito_Mussolini 

• Von Ribbentrop, Joachim 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joachim_von_Ribbentrop 

Books 

• Churchill's Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare : The Mavericks Who Plotted Hitler's Defeat, by Giles Milton 

• We Die Alone: A WWII Epic of Escape and Endurance, by David Howarth 

Movies 

• The Dirty Dozen, starring Lee Marvin and Charles Bronson [1967] 

• The Great Escape, starring Steve McQueen and Richard Attenborough [1963] 

• Casablanca, starring Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman [1942] 

• The Bridge on the River Kwai, starring William Holden and Alec Guinness [1957] 

• O.S.S., starring Alan Ladd and Geraldine Fitzgerald [1946] 

• Eye of the Needle, starring Donald Sutherland and Kate Nelligan [1981]
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